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Vié, I., 2017: Energy for information: the green promise of the Node Pole data centres. Master Thesis in Sustainable 

Development at Uppsala University, No. 2017/26, 42 pp, 30 ECTS/hp 

Abstract: Data centres are key to high availability and around the clock access to information. As the number of data 

centres increases to satisfy the demand for data, so does their energy consumption. This thesis is a case study of the data 

centres located in the Node Pole region in the North of Sweden. It aims to look at aspects of both the energy supply of 

Norrbotten and the actual technologies used by the data centres to utilise this energy supply. Using a literature review to 

gather primary data, the first research question analyses the energy supply of Norrbotten, investigating its specificities 

through energy security theories, particularly looking through the aspects of availability, accessibility and affordability. 

The second question examines the Node Pole’s implementation response to the specific energy supply of the North of 

Sweden, and whether this response is efficient and sustainable, using the four Rs theory and the Energy Efficiency 

Directive (EED). The results of the analysis show that the North of Sweden is currently in a privileged position: the energy 

produced in Norrbotten benefits from high availability criteria, is in oversupply, and thanks to the prevalence of 

hydropower and wind power in the energy mix, is very low in GHG emissions. The Swedish grid is reliable and robust, 

and Norbotten is no exception to that rule, providing the Node Pole with an accessible “plug and play” module to the 

electricity grid. In addition, the recent tax rebate aimed at the data centre industry means that the energy is affordable, 

more so in fact than in many other European countries. This assessment makes for a favourable breeding ground for data 

centres in the region from an energy security perspective. Meanwhile, the Node Pole data centres use ground-breaking 

cooling technologies consisting of airside cooling combined with adiabatic pads for humidity control (no separate 

humidification system), simple air filtration facilities (thanks to the outstanding air quality of the area),  and aerodynamic 

architectural premises layouts for better flow, reducing the cooling costs by increasing the efficiency of the overall air 

conditioning system. This technology is paired with innovative power distribution solutions (non-standard voltage and 

less UPS batteries), thereby considerably reducing the electricity consumption again and the waste of energy caused by 

voltage conversion. Combining the auspicious energy offerings of the Norrbotten region with the ingenious practical 

implementations of the data centres thus unleashes a new potential for more efficient and sustainable data centres. 
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1. Introduction

1.1. Problem Background 

In an increasingly connected world, the place of data centres (DCs) has become paramount to sustain our 

hunger for information. The Global Information Technology Report hails our current era the “Fourth Industrial 

Revolution” and it is said that in 2016 the world entered the “zettabyte era”, where processing and storage 

capabilities are rising exponentially, bringing knowledge to more people than ever experienced in human 

history, and global IP traffic reached 1.1 zettabytes and is expected to reach 2.3 zettabytes by 2020 (Baller et 

al., 2016, p. v). But while data centres are a crucial cog in modern communication systems, they mostly act as 

a background enabler for millions of people who are completely oblivious to their very existence. Our 

digitalised society demands an essential instant access to data as part of this new age of information, for both 

the leisurely browse to business critical functions in banks or even government organisations. This constant 

need for accessible and uninterrupted data however means that data centres supplying said data must be 

powered on round-the-clock reliably and steadily.  

Between 2000 and 2005, the aggregate electricity used by data centres doubled, with three quarters of 

this growth being the result of a growth in the number of servers. Data centre communication and storage kit 

each contributed to 10% of that growth and the total electricity use grew at an annual rate of 16.7% per year. 

In 2005, the direct electricity used by information technology (IT) equipment represented 0.5% of the total 

world electricity consumption, and when cooling and power distribution are included the figure is 

approximately 1%, making the demand equivalent to seventeen 1000 MW plants (Koomey, 2008). Early 2016, 

Information and Communications technology (ICT) experts warned that worldwide data centres would 

consume 3 times as much in the next decade from their current 3% consumption of the global electricity supply, 

bringing along a responsibility for 2% of the total greenhouse gas emissions (Bawden, 2016).  This need for a 

constant and ample supply of energy for data storage is a growing business, with both environmental and 

economic repercussions.   

There is an abundance of literature regarding technical aspects and the operation and construction of 

data centre. For instance, papers addressing the issue of energy performance of data centers in commercial 

office buildings (Sun and Lee, 2006), studies of how large data centre networks can provide cloud services to 

address the rate of growth of data demand (Wu et al., 2012) and “data centre business 101” style books 

depicting detailed hardware models and networking architectures to mention but a few (Khan and Zomaya, 

2015). 

It is necessary to look at data centres in a more holistic way and not just at their inner functioning as 

if they were separated from the energy systems surrounding them and powering them. The predicted demand 

for more data centres and their spread is a potential problem affecting electricity consumption, and potentially 

creating ripples on energy production worldwide as well as locally. The response and adaptation of data centre 

development projects will determine whether data centre projects can multiply around the world and match 

the demand of our connected society in line with energy production capability.  I propose to examine the 

geographical area in Northern Sweden called the Node Pole region and its pledge to become a global hub for 

data traffic and high-end data centre hosting. Currently the Node Pole is host for several clusters of mega data 

centres, spread around the municipalities of Boden, Luleå, Piteå and Älvsbyn in Norrbotten, and its name is a 

combination of “North Pole” and node, in networking terms. The pitch of the Node Pole Alliance, (a dedicated 

network of cloud, technology and constructions partners) boasts a stable, low cost electricity supply derived 

from renewable sources and puts forward the benefits of low cooling expenses and political stability of the 

region to attract data centre investors, such as the likes of Facebook who joined the Node Pole cluster in 2011. 

This cluster of data centres presents a unique response to develop data centres that are adapted to the regional 

specificities in terms of energy production (Techopedia, 2017).  

1.2. Questions, aim and delimitation 

The main objective of this thesis is to investigate the recent development of the Node Pole data centres in the 

context of energy supply in the Norrbotten area in northernmost Sweden. In particular, I examine the strategy 
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rolled out by the Norrbotten region to develop the Node Pole project and to sustain it with available energy 

resources.  

 

The aim is guided by two research questions:  

1. What are the availability/accessibility and affordability criteria for the energy supply of 

Norrbotten and how do they affect the Node Pole data centres?  

2. Is the Node Pole DC’s implementation response energy efficient and sustainable?  

 

To answer the first question, I identify and assess the energy supply in Norrbotten and potential issues 

that could arise looking at the aspects of energy availability, accessibility and affordability and by introducing 

the concept of “data centre risk” which could impact the data centre industry specifically. This analysis is 

guided by theoretical insights from a broad literature on energy security. Firstly, I use the definition of energy 

security coined by the Global Energy Assessment (GEA, 2012) as a starting point for the analysis. Secondly 

from this more specific energy security definition, I investigate availability, accessibility and affordability of 

the energy supply in Norrbotten (as three of the four As of energy security defined by APERC (2007)), in 

aspects that affect the Node Pole data centres and their development. 

To address the second question, I focus on the response of the Node Pole DCs and how their actual 

implementation makes the most out of the geographical location but also available technologies to adapt to the 

energy resources of the area. Using the “reduce/replace” theory (Hughes, 2009) in combination with the 

European Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) stating that savings in the energy supply must be part of the 

modern “integrated” approach to tackling energy issues (EC, 2012), it is important to examine the measures 

taken by the physical construction and design to improve energy efficiency as a response to energy supply 

concerns. 

The analytical point of entry consists of a mixed collection of data gathered via library searches of 

peer reviewed material on the topic of energy security applying to the Norrbotten region, but also actual 

governmental reports on energy supply and security. The keywords for seeking reports were articulated around 

“energy supply” combined with “Sweden”, “Norrbotten”, “Node Pole” and submitted to Google as search 

engine. The searches were later refined by adding specific areas for example to obtain strategic reports from 

the county of Norrbotten or press insights concerning the Node Pole. The Node Pole website itself and 

Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten’s Strategic report from 2014 provided valuable factual and chronological 

information on the development of the project and regional strategy.  

For library searches, the keywords used were focused on more data centre specific concerns of 

“cooling efficiency”, “power distribution”, “power efficiency”, and looking for targeted studies by adding 

“Node Pole” as keywords. More data was gathered to link the technical aspects of energy efficiency with peer 

reviewed material on the topics of technological practices and efficiency applicable or specific to the Node 

Pole DCs. The data was weeded according to its application to the specific case of the Node Pole, for example 

from a climate perspective or technology used.  

Key findings of the research show that the Norrbotten area is in a privileged position with an ideal 

energy mix, an oversupply of low emissions energy, a reliable grid and affordable prices for electricity. On the 

other hand, the implementation response of the Node Pole data centres is very efficient with innovative cooling 

and power distribution solutions implemented. 
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2. Theory 
 

The section below provides the reader with theoretical approaches used to analyse the case of the Node Pole 

data centres. I break down the theories brought forward accordingly with the research questions in the order 

below and as shown in Fig. 1: 

 - Energy Security and availability, accessibility and affordability approaches are used to analyse the energy 

supply in Norrbotten, in combination with the Data Centre Risk Index for the availability factor of the energy 

supply. 

- The four Rs theory is used for the second research question alongside the EED directives for efficiency. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Theories used in thesis 

 

2.1. Energy Security  
 

2.1.1. Energy security definition 
 

Before this analysis can begin, the stage must be set with a definition of energy security relevant to the case 

study of the Node Pole, especially given the propensity of the energy security concept to embrace a myriad of 

multidimensional definitions, varying according to contextual specifics of politics and geography among many 

others (Sovacool and Mukherjee, 2011). 

To identify a suitable definition of energy security for the purpose of this thesis, I started by looking 

at the work of the Global Energy Assessment (GEA), an international bodies concerned with energy security 

on a global scale. The GEA seeks to provide fully integrated energy assessments analysing energy challenges, 

opportunities and strategies with the participation of leading energy experts (research, academia, business, 
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industry and policy), and aims. (GEA, 2012). The reports compiled by this organisation give a starting point 

first and foremost for defining energy security and boundaries.  

The appropriate definition of energy security needs to be both operational for the situation and suited 

to the choice of boundaries of the energy system studied; this is to ensure the evaluation is relevant. (Cherp 

and Jewell, 2013). The GEA proposes a definition of energy security as “uninterrupted provision of vital 

energy services”, said services varying from country to country but commonly including energy for buildings 

for example (GEA, 2012). This definition can be made more precise by looking deeper at the word “security” 

in energy security, which Tanaka (1997) broke down into three main components: 

- What to protect? 

- What risks to protect from? 

- How to protect?  

When considering particularly the “what to protect” question raised by Tanaka (1997), energy security focuses 

on protecting energy systems which are critical for society, namely “vital energy systems” (Cherp and Jewell, 

2013 p. 150). Vital energy systems are interpreted as supply of fuels, energy infrastructure and energy services. 

(GEA, 2012) The GEA’s analysis further defines a nation’s energy security as protection from disruptions of 

energy systems that can jeopardize nationally vital energy services, meaning energy services that are necessary 

for the stable functioning of modern societies (GEA, 2012, p. 329). This assessment also states that a “modern 

state cannot function without several vital services provided by national energy systems” (GEA, 2012, p. 354) 

and brings forward vulnerabilities of the end user sectors (transport, industry, buildings): in the context of this 

thesis, this points at the data centre industry for end user sector. Although the assessment of the GEA puts 

forward the national dimension, I use the regional scale to look into the vital services that affect the data 

centres, without which these DCs could not be powered nor function and provide constant access to data. The 

GEA elaborates on the initial view of energy security as “protection from disruptions of essential energy 

systems”, and add the idea that the protection should target disruptions of energy systems that can endanger 

vital energy services. (GEA, 2012, p. 329) For the analysis, I thus use the GEA’s focus on the notion of 

“protection from disruptions” and “vital energy systems” as a starting point to look for relevant aspects of the 

energy supply in Norrbotten. 

The analysis of energy security in academic literature recognizes that the very meaning of energy 

security fluctuates from one country to another and that thus, rather than attempting a universal definition of 

energy security, contextualised discussions of its aspects are more frequently encountered (GEA, 2012). While 

an analysis of energy security can be done at any level (such as household, communities, etc.), countries are 

generally assessed as a whole, as historically nations have had the responsibility of the security of national 

energy systems. As such, these national energy systems provide appropriate units to analyse key risks and 

vulnerabilities. According to the GEA, most of the policies for energy systems are decided at the national level 

but they themselves frequently analyse energy security at the regional level and not just over international 

trade (GEA, 2012). Although geographic boundaries for energy security are primarily examined nationally, 

regional energy systems can also be considered as vital (GEA, 2012), which is very much the case for the 

energy supply in the Norrbotten region, and its supply of energy to the Node Pole Data Centres. Based on this 

regional/national boundary, I will analyse the energy supply security aspects detailed below proper to the North 

of Sweden and particularly the energy supply system of Norrbotten, in line with the GEA’s guidelines. 

 

2.1.2. Availability, Accessibility and Affordability 
 

When geographical boundaries are introduced in the previous section, The Asia Pacific Energy Research 

Centre (APERC) suggest narrowing the system boundaries further to all primary energy sources (APERC, 

2007). To facilitate the identification of boundaries, APERC (2007) proposed a supply focused approach 

named the “four As” approach. The four As of energy security namely availability, accessibility, affordability 

and acceptability are a frequent starting point of energy security studies (Cherp and Jewell, 2014, p. 416). To 

produce my analysis of the energy supply of Norrbotten and in order to narrow down the focus to the scope of 

the first research question, I choose three of the four As previously mentioned to separate the dimensions of 

energy security, namely availability, accessibility and affordability. Since the full scope of the 4As is rather 

extensive, I do not intend to use the aspect of acceptability in this thesis as it is beyond the scope of the research 

questions. However, because the four As do tend to overlap, factors of acceptability will be brushed on 
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regardless; the environmental aspects of the use of energy mix of the Node Pole region are mentioned in the 

context of emissions for example, which is part of the acceptability aspect to an extent, but also of the three 

other aspects of energy security. I detail the three As in the paragraph below.  

 

Availability makes reference to actual physical resources and their supply, from the actual production 

of the energy itself to its transport. It is the first and most dominant element of energy security in literature and 

entails elements of absolute availability or physical existence (Kruyt et al., 2009, p. 2167). Availability 

involves components of security of supply, production dependency and diversification and values such as self-

sufficiency, resource availability, security of supply and variety for instance (Sovacool and Mukherjee, 2011). 

The first APERC definition of availability had its focus on oil and nuclear energy, and fossil fuels in general 

(APERC, 2007). Hughes and Shupe (2010b) point out that such a definition was too narrow and thus the 

definition of availability was broadened to include all primary energy sources, such as renewables and 

hydroelectricity, the latter being a prevalent source of energy in Sweden, as shown later in the analysis (Hughes 

and Shupe, 2010b, p. 357). Key issues determining energy availability are of diversification and geopolitical 

nature. Geopolitical issues can include political instability, conflicts and wars which can for example lead to 

supply disruptions (Ang et al., 2014). Such conflicts would interrupt the physical availability of the energy 

product on the market, destabilising the production of primary sources needed for electricity production for 

example (EC, 2001). Meanwhile, diversification can take several forms, such as imports (source diversity), 

surface area of the country (the larger generally means more potential for energy spatial diversity), energy mix 

diversity, technology diversity and transport route diversity (Ang et al., 2014, p. 1081). For the purpose of this 

study, availability of the energy supply in Norrbotten will be analysed using a synthesis of the above definitions 

and dimensions coined by Sovacool (2011): “Availability includes having sufficient energy resources, 

stockpiles, and fuels as well as the appropriate infrastructure to transform these reserves into energy services” 

(Sovacool, 2011, p. 5346).  

In the context of this paper, I look at the original definition of accessibility from APERC (2007), 

focusing on the actual physical accessibility rather than ideas of equitability: “Besides the availability of energy 

resources, the ability to access these resources is one of the major challenges to securing energy supply to meet 

future demand growth. Barriers to energy supply accessibility [include] economic factors, political factors, and 

technology.” (APERC, 2007). Accessibility is concerned with whatever potential areas can restrict the energy 

supply, such as geopolitical conflicts, as acquiring access to energy often carries geopolitical implications, 

factors that overlap the concept of availability. Political factors in the particular case of accessibility impact 

the ability to access the available energy resources (APERC, 2007). Moreover, economic factors are also 

involved in the accessibility definition, making the definition of accessibility an overreaching and potentially 

confusing one (Hughes and Shupe, 2010a). Natural disasters can also have an impact on accessibility via 

damages to the infrastructure and grids which can interrupt the supply, such as for example the impacts of 

Hurricane Katrina on offshore oil and gas production in 2005 (von Hippel, 2011). In terms of boundaries, 

accessibility is frequently much more of a local concern as opposed to global or national (Kruyt et al., 2009, 

p. 2167), making it easier to narrow down the analysis to the Norrbotten region. Accessibility issues like 

restrictions in the supply pertaining to the grid constitutes the second A of the four As of energy security 

approach (Cherp and Jewell, 2013). Although some accessibility concerns do overlap with availability, focus 

on the grid and its vulnerabilities differentiates accessibility. The power grid needs to be assessed for 

robustness and potential accessibility issues, in particular this could mean looking into concurrent users of the 

grid (particularly intensive users) but also reviewing alternative sources of energy (Spafford, 2009, p. 51).  

Affordability refers to the cost of the energy source and its impact on the economy, for instance with 

price fluctuations. Affordability involves components of price stability, access, equity and decentralization and 

values of cost, stability and reducing energy poverty (Sovacool and Mukherjee, 2011). Energy prices determine 

the affordability of energy supplies and consist of several dimensions such as price levels and volatility, 

competition between markets, exchange rates and taxes to name just a few (Ang et al., 2014). Erahman et al. 

(2016) proposed a definition of affordability which is more angled towards the cost of energy for the economy: 

“Having final energy at low cost and affordable to the local economy” (Erahman et al., 2016, p. 367) or that 

of Sovacool (2011). While Sovacool (2011) suggested adding a dimension of responsibility and equitability: 

“equitably enabling access to energy services at the lowest cost with stable prices” (Sovacool, 2011, p. 5346). 

Across all these definitions, it is clear that affordability adds economical elements to energy security. After 

availability and accessibility of the energy supply, I propose to shift the analysis in this paper to the strategy 
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brought forward by the Swedish government and Norrbotten municipality to secure affordable energy, in the 

context of the local economy. 

 

In the case of Norrbotten and the energy production for data centres, the electricity production is 

paramount to the function of the Node Pole data centres, particularly the reliability of the supply, its capacity 

and potential to adapt to a higher demand, and how disruptions can be prevented to insure a constant stream 

of electricity. I use the above GEA definition as a base for what is meant by energy security here, and focus 

on the dimensions of the four As to study each pillar of that energy supply in detail. First and foremost, the 

availability of Norrbotten’s energy supply is investigated, followed by accessibility and affordability.  

 

2.2. The concept of risk 
 

The analytical approach used in this thesis is expanded to another concept, that of risk and vulnerability, which 

is based on the potential for hostile actions from external agencies, but also on natural and technical concerns 

(Cherp and Jewell, 2013). The IEA highlight that one way of defining energy security is to delineate the 

different types of risk using the aforementioned four As approach (IEA, 2014). Although not “embedded” in 

the four As, the theory of energy security differentiates between risks and their probable causes and origins, 

whether these risks are physical or economic, and provides a framework to identify such risks (Cherp and 

Jewel, 2014). The first research question analyses the energy supply security in Norrbotten, and it is imperative 

to analyse the aspects of availability, accessibility and affordability with the risks attached to any shortcomings 

in the energy security of the supply to the data centres in Norrbotten. The second research question focuses on 

the implementation response of the data centres to the potential risks and vulnerabilities identified in the 

analysis of the energy supply of the Node Pole DCs, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the response to 

minimize those risks.  

 

2.3. The four Rs: Energy security vs Efficiency 
 

Hughes (2009) introduced the concept of four Rs of energy security, review, reduce, replace and restrict as an 

attempt to produce a response to the problem of energy security itself. The first step, “review”, involves an 

understanding of the problem by reviewing the situation and current energy sources and services. The second 

step, “reduce”, works on the assumption that a reduction in energy demand will impact energy security 

favourably, be it through conservation measures or efficiency measures (Hughes, 2009). 

 Similarly, but not bound by the minimum requirements of existing systems, “replace” involves 

changing infrastructure to allow for different energy sources for example. Finally, “restrict” aims at limiting 

demand to secure sources (Hughes, 2009). 

Improving technologies, efficiency and practices helps to reduce energy needs and thus enhance energy 

security (Ang et al., 2014, p. 1082). Although mentioned a lot less in the literature than issues of availability, 

energy efficiency can be defined as the most economically efficient use of energy to perform tasks whilst 

minimizing the resources used in doing so. The key to improving energy efficiency is related to innovation, 

research and development (Sovacool, Brown, 2010). The driving factors for such improvements are political 

leadership and policies, in the form of tax incentives for example, which can then drive technological 

innovation further to better standards and practices (Sovacool, Brown, 2010). To answer the second research 

question, energy efficiency is used as the base for analysing the response of the Node Pole data centres. The 

four Rs concept is used to examine the key dimensions of lowering energy intensity by replacing older 

technologies (Ang et al., 2014, p. 1082).  

With this in mind, the DC’s response to the aforementioned energy supply issue can be dissected and 

put into the context of efficiency.  

 

2.4. Sustainability and the EED 
 

Defining sustainability for the particular case of data centres and the purpose of this paper is necessary in order 

to be able to analyse the Node Pole data centre cluster and their implementation response. Not unlike the 

concept of energy security itself, many attempts have been made at defining sustainability and a lot of current 
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definitions are inspired by the Brundtland Commission’s report which defined sustainable development as 

development meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 

their own needs (United Nations, 1987). This definition is rather basic and does not necessarily make much 

sense in the context of data centres. I thus propose to adapt the Brundtland definition to the data centre niche 

for the purpose of this paper, which would then be summarised as the need for data centres to operate efficiently 

and diligently towards reducing their overall footprint and environmental impact (Attlassy, 2016). Building on 

that definition, considerations of growth (number and size of data centres) must be factored in. The publication 

of the controversial opus “Limits to Growth” by Meadows et al. (1972), brought forward the idea of the limits 

of exponential growth, and Sollow (1974) studied the concept of growth and finite resources, with a model 

that added the concept of substitution of resources to maintain growth. Substitution is key to the idea of weak 

sustainability, in which actual man-made capital (such as infrastructure and technology in the case of DCs) 

can then be swapped for natural capital, to maintain a balance between economic and environmental 

dimensions of development (Sollow, 1993). The notion of sustainability then applied to data centres involves 

that such DCs “are built using the least amount of the most appropriate materials and consume the least amount 

of the most appropriate sources of energy throughout their lifetime” (Marwah et al., 2010, p. 64). Furthermore,  

sustainability must apply to the energy demand of the DCs but also to the energy supply on multiple levels 

from the server architecture to the entire data centre environment itself (Kant et al., 2012), while factoring in 

the high availability demand (and increase of that demand) from consumers (Marwah et al., 2010). 

 Further on energy efficiency, the European Commission (EC) introduced the 2012 Energy Efficiency 

Directive (EED) which established a set of binding measures to help the EU reach its 20% energy efficiency 

targets by 2020, and addressed at tackling issues of energy security, sustainability and climate change. The 

EED directive essentially states that all EU countries are required to use energy more efficiently at all stages 

of the energy chain from production to final consumption (EC, 2017). The EED was basically set to enable the 

EU to reach its 2020 targets for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth, linking the concept of sustainability 

with energy efficiency. Energy efficiency was identified as “a major element in ensuring the sustainability of 

the use of energy resources” (EC, 2011, p. 9). Going into the details of the directive, Article 14 specifically is 

concerned with the promotion of efficiency in “Heating and Cooling”. The EC The overall objective of Article 

14 of the EED is to “encourage the identification of cost effective potential for delivering energy efficiency, 

principally through the use of cogeneration, efficient district heating and cooling and the recovery of industrial 

waste heat or, when these are not cost effective, through other efficient heating and cooling supply options, 

and the delivery of this potential.” (EC, 2013). This report is key to the analysis of the data centres’ response 

in the second research question, and helps investigate the energy efficiency measures adopted by the Node 

Pole in context, particularly when it comes to their cooling systems implementation, and not least of all, the 

actual power distribution in the data centres themselves.  
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3. Methods: Case Study and Literature Review 
 

This thesis aims to analyse the energy supply in the North of Sweden with respect to availability, accessibility, 

and affordability but also to study the response of the Node Pole DCs in that context, by analysing the energy 

efficiency of the response of the Node Pole project to the energy supply security, risks and vulnerabilities. To 

do so, a case study of the Node Pole project is utilised, in combination with a literature review on the 

aforementioned aspects.  

 Case studies are well suited to more open questions of “how” or “why” when the focus of a study is 

on a contemporary phenomenon within real-life context and bearings (Kadefors, Sporrong, 2014, p. 620). It is 

generally used to probe deeply and intensively to gain insight and understanding of new phenomena and an 

appropriate choice to identify why decisions were taken and with what result (Travers, 2001). Moreover, case 

studies do not require any particular methods for data collection or analysis (Merriam, 1991). Due to the open 

ended and exploratory nature of the research questions in this paper, a case study is ideal to address the 

questions of energy supply security and energy efficiency response of the Node Pole DC. Furthermore, the 

Node Pole project itself is selected on the basis of its ongoing present development of a new generation of data 

centres, claiming to embrace new and more energy efficient practices with a lighter footprint on the 

environment, and most importantly, in a unique position due to its geographical location and technological 

choices. With the present awareness of the electricity consumption of data centres increasing worldwide, this 

case study can feed into concerns of energy supply and how such supply absolutely must be made available 

reliably and consistently for these data centres to sustain the demand for data storage and processing.  

The case study method used to analyse the case of the Node Pole data centres uses a literature review 

to gather its primary data, this both in Swedish and English language. A literature review involves the 

identification, location and analysis of documents containing information related to the research problem; these 

documents can be articles, reviews, dissertations and books (Robson, 2011). When looking for literature on 

the research topic, great care must be taken that the works are relevant to the task, so they are important to the 

interpretation of the study (Maxwell, 2006). The literature review will then expose gaps in knowledge on the 

topic, help identify patterns to findings, juxtapose seemingly conflicting findings and help to define the topic 

further: the reviewing of existing literature and data in the field studied is an essential part of research (Robson, 

2011) To gather data for this case study, such a literature review was performed, using sources selected from 

peer reviewed material and academic reports (to ensure the quality of the sources), but also excerpts of reports 

from the ICT industry itself, and independent reports used in practical risk assessments by data centre operators 

themselves. The sources of the data used in the case study are detailed below. 

The geographical boundary of the first research question regarding the energy supply security in 

Norrbotten helps to contain the literature research and to determine search keywords. The keywords to gather 

data are input first and foremost in library search engines, JSTOR and Google Scholar, to find peer reviewed 

material and organisations/national reports. To ensure a first entry at national level, the keywords are “energy 

availability Sweden”, “energy security Sweden”, “Energisäkerhet Sverige”. Because of the focus on the Node 

Pole region specifically, the keywords are then switched to more geographically precise “Energisäkerhet 

Norrbotten”, “Energiförsörjning Norrbotten”, to drill down data on the Norrbotten level. The search then turns 

to consulting the Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten website to obtain national and regional reports regarding strategic 

and policy documents, such as the “Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten strategi datacenter”.  

To tackle the second research question, data searches focus more on the technological response of the 

Node Pole data centres, firstly by again looking for peer reviewed sources in the same library search engines 

(JSTOR and Google Scholar), with very different keywords however.  

Initially, the search aims at data centre literature in general by using “Data Centre”, “data centre energy 

efficiency”, “data centre energy performance” as search keywords. This search is then narrowed down to target 

more specific parameters analysed in this thesis, such as cooling technologies and power distribution, and 

using keywords such as “cooling efficiency data centres”, “power efficiency data centres”, “airside cooling”,  

“air conditioning data centres”. To glean more information on the actual real life implementation of 

technologies and to get efficiency figures, I search for actors involved in the development and construction of 

the actual Node Pole DCs. The Node Pole Alliance lists a number of partners on the Node Pole website which 

are recommended by the marketing people of the Node Pole and involved in the construction and development. 

For instance a company based in the UK called EcoCooling is involved in the manufacturing of the cooling 
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equipment of the Node Pole DCs and comes up as one of the partners listed on the Node Pole website itself.  

 

Overall, the data analysed comes from sources such as government and regional reports for the first 

research question concerning the energy supply of North Sweden: Swedish Energy Agency, Länsstyrelsen 

Norrbotten, LUT (Luleå University of Technology), The Node Pole. For the second research question, the data 

analysed comes from an array of more technical pamphlets written by researchers in the ICT field such as 

Glowka et al. (2013), Frachtenberg (2012) and Zhang et al. (2014)  to name but a few, but also from industry 

standard bodies such as Cushman & Wakefield (2016) who produce the Data Centre Risk Index yearly. 

 

N.B.: throughout the data searches, both UK and US spelling of the word “centre/er” are used 

interchangeably to yield varying results. Furthermore, due to the Swedish language being used in regional and 

national reports, some translations to English were performed. 
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4. Background  
 

This chapter sets the stage for the case study of the Node Pole data centres in the context of energy supply 

security in Norrbotten. First I give a quick summary of what the Node Pole actually is, with an overview of its 

geographical location. I then delve deeper into the development of the Node Pole project, with key 

chronological markers which give an important overview of how the project unfolded. 

  

4.1. The Node Pole Data Centres 
 

At the Northern tip of Sweden and by the Arctic Circle lies the “Node Pole region” whose name derives from 

its latitudinal location and its status as a “global hub for data traffic and data management innovations (Node 

Pole, 2017a). It is a regional collaboration and initiative between four Norrbotten municipalities: Boden, Luleå, 

Piteå and Älvsbyn. The Node Pole Alliance, a network of top tier cloud/technology and construction partners, 

spearheads the development of the data centres in the region. The motto of the Node Pole Alliance is 

“simplicity” and convenience, with a desire to trickle the benefits of the investments to the region (Node Pole, 

2017a). The “non-profit” approach of the Node Pole is meant to attract the interest of investors for the 

Norrbotten area and particularly the municipalities of Boden, Luleå, Piteå and Älvsbyn, whose councils own 

the agency itself (Node Pole, 2017a).  

From its initial development as a mining haven dating back from the 17th century, the county of 

Norrbotten boasts an impressive industrial heritage: mining on the mountains Nasafjäll and Sjangeli, the first 

ironworks in Kenjis near Pajala. Presently, the Boliden AB’s Aitik mine in Gällivare is still Europe’s biggest 

copper mine, LKAB owns two mines in Malmberget and Kiruna producing 90% of Europe’s iron ore. Major 

investments are still ongoing at all the mines and LKAB plans to open more mines while Northland Resources 

AB opened a new iron ore mine in Pajala in 2013. (Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten, 2014a) But the North of Sweden 

is now seeing a development renaissance of sorts with a new form of mining: data mining. (Langston, 2013) 

Norrbotten is experiencing a pressing drive to expand its pool of data centres, in an attempt to 

rejuvenate an area otherwise forgotten by the economic development of Southern Sweden, and to draw 

attention to its potential as nexus of data centre and internet traffic in Europe (with the presence of Facebook 

among the data centre users for example). (Node Pole, 2017a) The growth in this particular location seems in 

line with the research for superior energy efficiency strategies to reduce costs and environmental impact, with 

year round low temperatures and an abundance of “clean” energy in the region, making it a prime choice for a 

study (Depoorter et al., 2015, p. 338).  

For a predominantly industrial and seaport town, Luleå kick-started its reputation for innovation in 

technology in 1989 when the first mobile GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) phone call took 

place with Ericsson and TeliaSonera research facilities then located there (Lass, 2013). The steel industry 

provided the town with redundant power facilities (there is a whole backup power grid), and eventually in the 

late 1990s fibre internet was rolled out rapidly, bringing the highest per capita rate of home connections to 

Luleå (Lass, 2013). Tier 1 providers then got involved to provide the backbone connections to link Swedish 

cities, making Sweden an extraordinarily well connected country, capable of buying its own dedicated fibre 

links to the rest of mainland Europe (Lass, 2013). It is estimated by Kurt Lindqvist, the chief executive of 

Netnod, that the cables stretching south of Luleå have a theoretical capacity of 30000 GB/s with nearly 100 

fibres being laid allowing for 50 2-way connections capable of running each 60 wavelengths of 10GB (Lass, 

2013). 

In the context of data centre development, the region of Norrbotten identified different scenarios to 

roll out the project: 

  

1.    Scenario 1: slow growth with high energy tax (19.4 öre/kWh). Less than 5 DCs built, 1500 jobs created, 

260 MW added; total investment of 18 billion SEK. Tax revenues would amount to 1 billion SEK per 

year, half of which is from the energy tax. 

  

2.    Scenario 2: favourable growth of 15% (around 20 DCs) in the region and in competition with other 

regions (in that case, international regions such as Finland which is also home to large DCs particularly 

the Google); total investment of 58 billion SEK, the energy tax is competitive with these regions at 6 
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öre/kWh, 7000 jobs created and 780 MW added, tax revenues of 3 billion SEK per year, of which 0.5 

billion SEK are from the energy tax. 

  

3.    Scenario 3: explosive growth of more than 40 DCs with an energy tax that is much lower than other 

regions at 0.5 öre/kWh, 12000 jobs created and 1040 MW added; total investment of 85 billion SEK, 

tax revenues reaches 4 billion SEK on only payroll taxes with minimal energy tax (Länsstyrelsen 

Norrbotten, 2014b, p. 25). 
 

Scenario 2 was retained as it was deemed to realistically balance the risks and uncertainties of the 

project whilst creating a breeding ground for innovations and growth of the data centre industry in Norrbotten 

(Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten, 2014b, p. 27).  

A study from 2015 demonstrated that the internet share of the Swedish economy represented more 

than 8% of the GDP and was growing at the rapid rate of 9.3% per year: the e-GDP represented 318 billion 

SEK in 2014 and the forecast is that it will surpass 10% of the GDP in 2019. These figures however are eclipsed 

by a “flat” contribution from businesses and the government in 2015, which could potentially jeopardize the 

place of Sweden in the lead of digital nations (BCG, 2015, p. 7). It looked then as if Sweden was in need of a 

new strategy to relaunch the growth evenly across Swedish Society, to counter a lagging investments in digital 

infrastructure and “enablement” (BCG, 2015, p. 7).  

 

4.2. Development of the area 
 

Before the Node Pole came to be, the Försvarets radioanstalt (National Defence Radio Establishment) had 

operations in place in the Hortlax area near Piteå, in a plant built in 1991 now known as “Fortlax 1” or F1 and 

currently operated (since 2004) by Fortlax AB. With high security standards brought on by a military 

background, the server rooms are located inside vaults all separated from one another, secured by bulletproof 

windows and offering dark fibre redundancy; these safety measures attracted clients the like of National 

Archives and Government Agencies (Fortlax, 2017). 

In 2011, arguably the biggest breakthrough for the Node Pole was the announcement by Mark 

Zuckerberg that Facebook would build its third data centre in Luleå, which was to become Facebook’s first 

European DC. The new DC would consist of three server buildings, of 28,000m² each, and the construction 

would start almost immediately with a first building operational a year later (Node Pole, 2011). The building 

was to set new industry standards in energy efficiency and innovation, and its claimed 100% renewable 

hydroelectric energy source generated by the proximity of the Lule river (LUT, 2015, p. 15). Following the 

successful construction of the first European Facebook DC, Marco Magarelli (Architect and DC R&D for 

Facebook) unveiled plans to build a second DC in Luleå which would use a new “rapid deployment data 

center” (RDDC) concept based on modular designs and lean construction principles (Magarelli, 2014).  

The news that Facebook was building in Luleå had a bit of a domino effect on the area and attracted 

the support of data companies (Fusion-io, EMC and Milestone), sparking interest in establishing new facilities, 

but also drawing attention to the Luleå University of Technology and its competences and research, but also 

bringing fresh investments for new infrastructure to increase Internet traffic to and from Sweden; NCC, an 

international construction agency also joined the movement by creating a special division based in Luleå and 

focused on data centre construction (Node Pole, 2012). 

In 2014, KnC Miner, a company based in Stockholm and a leader in Bitcoin mining (using Application 

Specific Integrated Circuits or ASICs), decided to join Facebook by building a new 10 MW facility in Boden 

dedicated to mining “cryptocurrency” with their high power bespoke hardware, in a disused helicopter hangar 

previously used by the army. Instead of merely providing the hardware, KnC can now provide cloud mining 

services and this move was facilitated by the Node Pole and Boden municipality (Miller, 2014). The move was 

deemed suitable for a local community that has roots in crude material mining, but swapping the material for 

a more 21st century adequate digital mining instead (Node Pole, 2014b). 

Just like KnC Miner, Hydro66, a British data centre company decided in 2014 on Boden and its 

military hangars as the location for their facilities, using a local contractor (Vittjärvshus) and even painting the 

buildings in the traditional “Falun red” to harmonise with the surroundings (Feldreich, 2016). The company 

plans to invest £50m over 5 years following the opening of the first 40MW DC (Crouch, 2014). 
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2015 saw the announcement by Fortlax AB that they would build “Fortlax 2” or F2 roughly 8 km from 

F1, with a 1MW server capacity over 1000m² and expandable to 10MW and 10,000m² over the next years 

(Fortlax, 2016). Later that year, the construction of the SICS ICE facility (Infrastructure and Cloud datacenter 

test Environment) was announced by SICS Swedish ICT and Luleå University of Technology: Luleå was 

chosen due to its proximity to the University and its array of competences, and would comprise 20 racks with 

300 servers at 300kW (Node Pole, 2015a). Late 2015 a new 84 acres site opened in the municipality of Älvsbyn 

with access to 80MW of renewable energy, bringing an offering the size of the Facebook data centre (Node 

Pole, 2015c). 

In March 2016, the BMW group became a client of the Fortlax DC facilities. The group wanted a 

secure facility offering High Performance Computing clusters (HPC) to perform large data analysis and 

computing simulations. The CEO of Fortlax (Anders Berglund) reported an increase of the number of inquiries 

coming from Germany, due to the scarcity of energy there and the costs which are 3 times higher than the ones 

offered in Piteå (Node Pole, 2016c). 

In October 2016, the Node Pole issued a press release stating that Vattenfall and Skellefteå Kraft were 

intending to acquire the company in its entirety, in a bid to make the organisation Europe’s first choice for data 

centre needs, a deal which correlated with the anticipated tax reduction for DC energy in early 2017 (Node 

Pole, 2016b). 

As of February 1st 2017, the Node Pole is officially owned by Vattenfall and Skellefteå Kraft and the 

whole country of Sweden is now embracing new tax regulations supposedly aimed at lowering energy prices 

(the claim is that they are the lowest in Europe) and increasing the use of green energy, enabling a “green 

growth). Swedish parliament had approved the lowering of tax rates for data centres in late 2016, bringing a 

97% tax cut to existing and new DCs with a capacity exceeding 0.5MW, and potential cost savings of 30-50% 

(Node Pole, 2017b). 

 

At the time of writing, the Node Pole cluster of data centres is home to Facebook, Hydro66 and Fortlax 

and the Node Pole Alliance consists of over 60 companies such as Schneider Electrics, Siemens, ABB, Telia 

Carrier, Emerson and shares a joint cloud computing R&D venture with Luleå University (SICS ICE) (Node 

Pole, 2017a). Partner companies also include actual construction sector entities such as EcoCooling, a UK 

based evaporative cooling solutions company. The idea is to gather a range of preferred partners to shorten 

time to market for investors and provide access to partners who can guarantee to deliver world class services 

catered for the specificity of the Norrbotten region.  

9 DCs are established in the Norrbotten area so far: 2 in Luleå (Facebook), 5 in Boden (4 for KnC 

Miner and one ran by Hydro66), one in Piteå (ran by Fortlax), and the SICS Swedish ICT research facility at 

Luleå Technical University which is also linked to the Node Pole cluster. (Feldreich, 2016) 

 

The locations are detailed below: 

 

- Boden: the site is within walking distance of the nearest hydropower station, with possibility for 

150MW of renewable power with quadruple redundancy. Four data center sites are around a central 

location, with two of the sites on greenfield land and two industrial buildings in brownfield sites on a 

total of 168 acres. 
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Fig. 2. Airview of the Boden Data Centre Area - (Node Pole, 2013) 

 

- Piteå: located 6-8km from the city centre it is close to a wind park and offering 297 acres. 

 
Fig. 3. Airview of the Piteå Data Centre Area - (Node Pole, 2013) 

 

- Luleå: at the very centre of the Node Pole and within walking distance of the Facebook DC, this site 

has been available since 2013 and is conveniently close to the University and the Science Park, and 

offers 40 acres (Node Pole, 2013, p. 12). 
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Fig. 4. Airview of the Luleå Data Centre Area - (Node Pole, 2013) 
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5. Analytical section 
 

The analytical section below takes the theories previously mentioned to the case study of the Node Pole. The 

first half of the section investigates the availability and its risks, closely linked to the accessibility and 

affordability of the supply in Norrbotten, while the second half analyses the Node Pole implementation 

response to these supply restrictions and risks. 

 

5.1. Energy security: applications to the North of Sweden in 
context 

 

5.1.1. Energy availability and risks to the supply 
 

In this section I take a look at energy availability and its definition from the theory section above, narrowing 

the geographical boundaries from national systems to regional systems, as national decisions and actions will 

also affect the regional scale. I look into availability issues first from the perspective of the whole country, and 

then narrow it down to the Norrbotten area; issues of supply interruption are investigated, from the actual 

physical supply, contingency measures, and the risks posed to providing continuous power to data centres. 

It is no news that the “Internet industry” requires electricity to be powered, but what is perhaps less 

known is the extent of that statement. In a study from 1999, Mills already pointed out the “appetite” for 

electricity of the “Internet industry” by highlighting the two connections required for each machine: one for 

bits, one for kilowatt-hours (Mills, 1999, p. 10). Indeed transporting bits is a kilowatt-hours intensive 

endeavour, albeit efficient it has a hidden cost, spanning from a single PC across fibre connections to data 

centres storing data. Globally, data centres are fast becoming a contentious topic in today’s talks of global 

warming issues, and the domain of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) at large contributes 

to the anthropogenic effects due to its electricity consumption for both providing an uninterruptible access to 

data, but also to cool the facilities (Geng, 2014, p. 3). According to a study by Bashroush et al., DCs could 

emit more GHG than the entire aviation sector, with a consumption of 91 billion kWh in 2013 expected to rise 

to 140 billion kWh by 2020 (Bashroush et al., 2016, p. 18). Given these facts about the consumption of data 

centres, I examine the planned development of the Node Pole data centres and the pledge of the Norrbotten 

region to develop an extra 20 data centres by 2020 versus the availability of the energy supply in the area.  

 

Sweden eliminated its dependence on fossil fuels for electricity production thanks to an existing 

substantial hydropower production complemented by the large scale deployment of nuclear energy fleets of 

reactors from the 1970s. With an energy balance (Kraftbalansen) in excess of +2.3GW in Sweden nationally 

and with planned increase of wind power sources and a reduced consumption for the rest of the industry, there 

would be contingency for the 50 DC (Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten, 2014b, p. 17). Norrbotten is in a privileged 

position, with 20 hydropower stations producing 18 TWh of electric power, which makes it 13% of the total 

electricity production in Sweden, and planned investments in wind power generation which forecast to produce 

an extra 12 TWh in the future (Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten, 2013a). Norrbotten is a big exporter of energy and 

produces a surplus of electricity: in 2006, 16.3 TWh were produced (15.2 TWh from hydropower), of which 

6.2 TWh were used by the county, and the majority of the rest is either consumed by the southern parts of 

Sweden or exported (Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten, 2013b). These figures bode very well for a potential supply of 

an expansion of the Node Pole data centres in the future: the actual capacity of northern Sweden specifically 

for receiving data centres could handle a total number of 50 DC. This is a big part of the county’s strategy, as 

it is estimated that the Europe region overall would need 200 more DC by 2020. 

But this carefully balanced energy supply chain could run into uncertainties and potentially some 

difficulties should new energy policies be rolled out. For instance, there is a distinct push in Sweden to phase 

out nuclear energy and its ageing pool of reactors, alongside increased taxation of nuclear providers, which 

puts back into question the steady and carbon neutral supply of the country. Should nuclear power be phased 

out, grids in the southern part of Sweden would then have to offset the missing nuclear supply with hydropower 

and wind power which is currently powering the Node Pole DCs (Seljom, Tomasgard, 2017). Wind power is 

still only considered a minor contributor to the total electricity generation in Sweden. Due to an ample supply 
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of hydropower and nuclear, there was a distinct lack of incentive from the major electricity companies to 

develop renewable energy sources (Wang, 2006, p. 1219). Because of that conflict of interest, the 

decommissioning of nuclear power has been an ongoing discussion since the 1980s, but has so far remained a 

vague prospect (Wang, 2006, p. 1211). It could be said that a sudden change in the mix of electricity production 

could lead to shortages and potentially an increase in cost, which could interfere with the current vision of 

Swedish electricity as an inexhaustible supply of carbon neutral power.  

According to the Swedish Energy Agency (Swedish Energy Agency, 2015), the aims of the Swedish 

energy policy are to combine ecological sustainability and the competitiveness and security of the energy 

supply itself. The electricity supply in Sweden is based on hydropower and nuclear (41% and 43% 

respectively), and this despite the expansion of renewable electricity sources in the 2000s (mainly wind power 

with 7%). Due to technical limitations, it is currently not possible to store electricity on a large scale, thus the 

need for a constant balance between supply and use of electricity: the connection of the Swedish electricity 

system with neighbouring Nordic countries insures that the security of the supply is improved by allowing 

imports or exports of electricity according to shortages or overload (Swedish Energy Agency, 2015).  

Looking at energy sources diversification as an element of availability (Sovacool and Mukherjee, 

2011), the most obvious next step is the use of renewable energy sources to power the data centres in the Node 

Pole area. There are many possibilities to achieve diversification with renewables, which will depend on the 

individual data centres and surroundings, and the grid available, and will as such yield different results 

(Depoorter et al., 2015, p. 339). 

The possible renewable energy supplies for DCs can be classified as follows as proposed by Oro et 

al., with each option having its own individual cost characteristics: 

-          Class I: on-site renewables (with no transportation required like sun or wind) 

-    Class II: on-site generation from off-site renewables (sources need to be transported, such as biomass) 

-          Class III: off-site generation (off-site technologies such as windmills etc.) 

-          Class IV: third party renewable supplies with “green certificates” (Oro et al., 2015, p. 439) 

The Node Pole utilises a class III/IV supply hybrid, as explained in part 5.1.2 when describing the 

place of the Node Pole data centres in the grid in the context of accessibility of the energy supply (Node Pole, 

2011).  

To support wind power development, an ordinance took effect in 2015 to bridge the so called 

“threshold effect” (bottleneck for investments when the first actor to establish wind power in an area must bear 

the entire cost of the project). With this new ordinance, Svenska kraftnät covers the initial investment and 

overtime share it with other actors who get involved so that there is a more even share of the financial burden 

(Swedish Energy Agency, 2015). Moreover, tax incentives (in the form of rebates) are also provided to 

encourage businesses to produce renewable energy and to further develop wind power projects (Swedish 

Energy Agency, 2015). Norrbotten in particular have pledged that the usage of renewable energy in the region 

shall increase by 20% for 2020 (from a baseline in 2005) by switching the usage of heating oil in the industry 

to renewable alternatives among other solutions (Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten, 2013a). This expansion of the 

renewable sector, specifically wind power, could benefit energy availability to power the data centres and 

increase the diversity of the sources available.  

 

According to the study by Cushman & Wakefield (2016), the concerns for DCs are surrounding 

political stability, natural disaster risks and “energy security” beyond more traditional drivers of cost and 

connectivity. Geopolitical issues particularly (such as political instability) are a threat to energy supply and 

security, as mentioned in the definition of availability in the theory section: political conflicts could lead to 

disruptions to the supply of electricity of data centres. In the case of the aspect of availability specifically, such 

conflicts would disrupt the supply of primary sources of energy, and interrupt the physical availability of the 

energy product on the market (EC, 2001). According to the Data Center Risk Index report of 2016, the issue 

of political stability when choosing a data centre site is the second most important risk factor (Cushman & 

Wakefield, 2016, p. 3). The issue of political stability needs to be factored in when it comes to choosing a data 

centre site. When said data centres are located in different counties, it is paramount to carefully consider the 

implications of potential unrest in the hosting country on the power supply. In the case of Sweden, and 

according to the Node Pole themselves, the country has not been involved directly in any wars since 1814, the 

location is suitable from a political perspective regarding energy security (Node Pole, 2013, p. 4). 

From the data centre risk index ranking document produced in 2016, Sweden ranked 5 in terms of 
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risks posed to data centres, behind Iceland (1), Norway (2), Switzerland (3) and Finland (4) (Cushman & 

Wakefield, 2016, p. 8). This report however includes other factors than mere availability of the supply, such 

as affordability of energy mentioned later in section 5.1.3, which contribute to forming an overview of the 

country’s auspicious hosting conditions. Nonetheless, the report by Cushman & Wakefield (2016) makes it 

clear that Sweden is a very good choice for data centre locations in terms of availability of the energy supply. 

 

5.1.2. Accessibility and the Swedish grid 
 

A new Swedish regulation was adopted in 2012 to aim at reducing network losses and achieve a more evenly 

spread load on the electricity grid for more efficiency. This regulation came with an amend of the Electricity 

Act to ensure that revenues of network companies could be affected by a lack of efficiency in the use of the 

grids (Swedish Energy Agency, 2015). 

In 2014, the DC development report published by Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten used the “Data Center 

Risk Index” suitability indicator for the expansion of data centres in the region, including factors such as 

energy, stability, durability, business environment and intellectual capital among others (Länsstyrelsen 

Norrbotten, 2014b). The last report by the Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten in 2016 showed that natural disasters and 

the ability of the given location to cope with them are the most important risk factor beyond factors of cost and 

connectivity (Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten, 2016). Financially, data centre downtime can cost the providers of the 

DC millions in lost revenues and compensation fees, but also threaten the livelihood of businesses by damaging 

its reputation: the Data Centre Risk Index assessed risks at the macro level (physical, economic and social) 

which could threaten service continuity and the uptime of the facilities (Cushman & Wakefield, 2016, p. 3). 

Top risks are identified according to how likely they are to disrupt the successful operation of a DC, and 

individual weighting is applied per country. The potential impact of natural disasters in a hosting country could 

disrupt not only the power flow to the data centres, but also impact its activities and have a domino effect on 

trade and the economy to name but a few (Spafford, 2009, p. 52). From a geological perspective, Northern 

Sweden is a sound choice for DCs location due to having the lowest seismic activity in the world with minimal 

risk of earthquakes; equally, there have been no floods or storm related disasters of a significant magnitude in 

many centuries (Node Pole, 2013, p. 4). However, the rest of the national grid isn’t a stranger to natural events 

such as storms (as detailed in the next paragraph) and this could have a knock on effect on the North of Sweden, 

albeit if their occurrence is still quite rare.  

To increase the security of the electricity supply in Sweden, the Swedish Energy Agency has measures 

in place depending on the type of outage. The potential outages experienced can be: power outages, electrical 

energy shortage and electrical power shortage. Such interruptions could have a massive impact on the constant 

and reliable power needed to feed data centres in the Node Pole. Fortunately, measures are in place for 

contingency. The Electricity Act was amended following the storm incident of 2005 (Storm Gudrun) with 

more stringent requirements placed on suppliers and distributors, involving compensation for customers should 

any breach occur. In 2007 when the country experienced two powerful thunderstorms which affected mostly 

the south of Sweden, the power grid got damaged and the responsibility of the grid companies was exposed. 

Regulations took shape to make sure that energy companies compensate consumers in case of outages. The 

management of emergency measures is based on geographic areas, local, regional and national levels, meaning 

that each level coordinates actors at their respective individual levels before escalating (Jacobs, 2009, p. 228). 

Finally in 2011, a new requirement was added stipulating that unplanned electricity interruptions should not 

exceed 24h (unless the reasons are deemed to be beyond the control of the providing companies), which 

prompted electricity companies to implement more weatherproof measures (Swedish Energy Agency, 2015). 

In the event of an electrical energy shortage (i.e. a situation where the total availability of electrical energy is 

not expected to equal the demand), the Swedish Energy Agency has a rationing model to encompass all the 

country’s industry (electrical energy here refers to the raw material used to produce said electricity, namely 

water in reservoirs, oil, nuclear fuel or even gas). Electrical power shortages on the other hand arise when the 

demand for electricity is greater than the availability. This instance is considered unlikely since the elevated 

power output measures of 2009 (Swedish Energy Agency, 2015). The Regulatory measures impose financial 

compensation to be provided by electricity distribution and grid operators, and prove an incentive to improve 

the resilience of the electrical grid system to avoid hefty fines. Meanwhile energy supply continuity can be 

ensured with a rationing model to retain power for essential industries. Further on this, Svenska Kraftnät 
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implemented several technical and commercial mechanisms to prevent and manage potential interruptions in 

the availability, such as disturbance reserve and power reserve systems. Moreover, should these measures still 

not be sufficient to cope with outages, it is then Svenska Kraftnät’s responsibility to reduce consumption by 

disconnecting users and to order companies to disconnect the users in practice. A method called Styrel was 

developed for this contingency and to plan the prioritisation of electricity supply for users and to design a 

planning manual for consumption disconnection (Swedish Energy Agency, 2015). 

 

As can be seen on Figure 5, the Swedish grid transports electricity over the whole of the country, and 

to then dispatch it to regional grids. Its sources of power are a mix of hydropower and nuclear, with a minimal 

addition from wind power. The grid covers 15,000 km of lines for 400 kV and 220 kV with stations and foreign 

links and is based on alternating current (AC); 400 kV overhead power lines are most commonly used in order 

to meet requirements for a cost-effective and operational reliability electricity transmission system (Svenska 

Kraftnät, 2016). Svenska Kraftnät, the authority responsible for the Swedish national electricity grid is 

constantly maintaining its network by building new lines to reinforce the grid and maintain its reliability, 

allowing new connections to new sources (for example wind power), replacing ageing lines and adding 

capacity for more consumption (Svenska Kraftnät, 2016).  

  

 
 

Fig. 5. The Nordic Electricity Power System in 2015 - (Svenska Kraftnät, 2015) 

 

The Swedish grid is divided in four “bidding areas” (zones of electricity trade over a power exchange) 

where most of the consumption of electricity is in the Southern areas (SE3 and SE4) and most of the production 

happens in the Northern areas (SE1 and SE2) as per Fig. 6 below. The trade is interconnected with Europe and 
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the Norrbotten SE1 zone particularly has a total net export value of 4.2TWh for only 1.5TWh of imports, a 

figure showing the oversupply capacity of the area, and its independence from fossil fuel imports (Norden and 

IEA, 2016).   

 

 
 

 

Fig. 6. Swedish bidding areas and electricity trade - (Norden and IEA, 2016) 

 

As per the figures previously mentioned in the availability section, Norrbotten is good position thanks 

to its hydropower electricity production (13% of the total electricity production in Sweden), and planned 

investments in wind power generation which forecast to produce an extra 12 TWh in the future (Länsstyrelsen 

Norrbotten, 2013a). The Facebook spokesperson pointed out that the resiliency of the Swedish grid over onto 

a national level is by far superior to the US grids they’re accustomed to. The Swedish grid can tap power from 

multiple sources (national grid, connected regional grids, numerous hydropower plants), reducing the risk of 

a single point of failure thus increasing redundancy options and the resilience of the infrastructure (Miller, 

2011). Furthermore, because of the prior development of the steel, pulp and mining industries in the region, 

the electricity grid is very stable in Norrbotten particularly and provides redundancy solutions at no extra cost 

as the facilities already exist: no outages have been experienced in the area since 1979 (Node Pole, 2013, p. 

4). This made it possible to incorporate a lighter and more cost effective/appropriate approach to power 

distribution in the Node Pole DC. 

Nonetheless, the Node Pole data centres still have to factor in for potential voltage dips and outages 

which grids can experience, and implement power redundancy strategies from within, as detailed in part 5.2.3 

of this paper.  
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As mentioned before in section 5.1.1 on energy availability, the Node Pole arguably uses a class III/IV 

supply hybrid (as the Node Pole is heavily invested in the plants, and with the recent purchase by Vattenfall 

and Skellefteå Craft, these companies are not strictly speaking third parties any longer) brought by local (yet 

not on-site!) hydropower and as claimed on the website, partly wind powered (Node Pole, 2011). Providing 

energy to a DC is a careful balancing act when talking about renewable energy as some of these sources of 

energy can be intermittent yet the energy demand of a DC must be fundamentally uninterruptible as data never 

sleeps (Oro et al., 2015, p. 440). According to a study by Klingert from 2013, wind energy is more valuable 

than solar energy for the purpose of powering data centres due to its all day/night availability (this despite its 

high variability), so combined with hydropower, the Node Pole has an ideal scenario combining the 2 energy 

sources for best practices (Klingert et al., 2013, p. 3). 

As illustrated in Fig. 7, hydropower in the region abounds thanks to the Lule river and the Skellefte 

river particularly, and wind farms are conveniently located around the area to mix into the grid. 

Sweden has the highest share of renewable electricity in Europe with 7000MW generated in the Node 

Pole region alone, with the Lule river producing 4200MW and 15TWh of green electricity; the uptime of the 

power grid is (as previously mentioned) 99.99% thanks redundancy facilities in case of failure (Node Pole, 

2013, p. 7). Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 below show a detailed view of the place of the regional grid and national grids in 

Norrbotten.  

  

  
 

Fig.7. The Node Pole area with corresponding power sources - (Node Pole 2013) 
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Fig. 8. The Regional Power Grid (Node Pole 2013) 
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Fig. 9. The National Power Grid (Node Pole 2013) 

  

The Hydro66 data centre built in Boden makes use of the Boden hydropower station which is located 

500m away from the facilities, and which provides 78 MW with minimal impact on the environment with great 

stability (the regional power grid is reported to have delivered 100% uptime since 1979) (Node Pole, 2014a). 

Another element such as energy loss to transportation need to then be taken into account in the overall 

efficiency of the data centre and as to whether a specific network is constructed between the generation site 

and the facilities or general infrastructures are used (Oro et al., 2015, p. 439). This is hardly a problem given 

that again, the Node Pole clusters are conveniently located near hydropower plants and wind farms. 

Given all these factors, the Node Pole is in a very privileged position when it comes to using renewable 

energy to power its DCs, from its location on the one hand, and from the national overall mix of energy on the 

other which brings a very green footprint (on the GHG aspect) from its majority blend of hydropower and 

nuclear.  

 
5.1.3. The Norrbotten Strategy: towards energy affordability 

 
Since the arrival of Facebook in Luleå and of KnC Miner in Boden, the county of Norrbotten noticed the 

potential to attract more data centres in the area. A report published by the Länsstyrelsen (County Board) of 

Norrbotten reported that in 2014, around 1% of Europe’s mega data centres were located in Sweden, but that 
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given the available resources (namely electricity), this figure could go up to 25% (Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten, 

2014b, p. 4). 

 The region is making sure that the combination of ideal climatic conditions (cold climate, ideal for 

cooling the premises, please see section 5.2.2 detailing cooling methods) and business model are marketed 

forwards towards the big players of the industry. This appeal to get more business aims at driving energy prices 

down, by pitching the prospect of more custom to the powers that be who decide of the energy taxes. As 

mentioned in the theory section, affordability is a major consideration when looking at the four As of energy 

security. An increase in custom will affect the price of energy and the taxes, which will then in turn affect the 

custom again. This section takes a look at how Norrbotten and later the Swedish nation, made the prospect of 

investing in Node Pole data centres affordable from an energy perspective. 

 

Looking again at the scenarios drafted by Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten mentioned in the background 

section, areas for research were identified in the drafting of the Norrbotten county strategy report. These areas 

look into cooling technologies, recycling of heat, potential use of ice and snow for cooling, the use of DCIM 

software (Data Center Infrastructure Management software, aimed at managing data centres “intelligently”) to 

improve efficiency from a software perspective, the use of distributed virtual environments, and building 

design (Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten, 2014b, p. 21). The main components revolving around cooling, building 

design and power are analysed in the next chapters of this section. However, looking into energy security from 

an affordability of energy perspective, the main problem highlighted by the strategy report was the 

uncertainties revolving around the price of energy, even though the taxes were already being discussed with 

the government. The chosen scenario (or as referred to in the report the “winning” scenario or scenario 2) has 

for aim to create conditions for innovation, leadership and growth while creating a strong confidence in the 

region for investors and to attract businesses with the pledge to “create the world’s leading region in climate 

smart (gröna och kyliga) data centre technologies” (Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten, 2014b, p. 27).  

To attract business and in terms of energy security, the affordability of the energy used to power the 

data centres is a determining criterion which will increasingly affect the developer’s choice of a location to 

settle. In that sense, Sweden is currently in an extraordinary ideal position to attract new DC businesses. To 

compare it to the US for instance, power in Connecticut costs 15.43 cents/kWh, Idaho 5.12 cents/kWh, East 

Wenatchee (WA) 1.85 cents/kWh (Spafford, 2009, p. 51), while Sweden now boasts an extraordinary USD 

0.0006/kWh post lowering the tax rate (Node Pole, 2016a). 

The reason behind this incredibly favourable cost figure for energy is first and foremost the recent 

addition of new tax regulations (detailed below), but also the availability of cheap energy in the country, and 

particularly in Norrbotten with its oversupply of energy. Until recently, Sweden had high energy taxes which 

were an attempt at targeting and curbing waste (OECD, 2013). The Swedish parliament is in charge of energy 

tax regulations and since January 1st 2017, the energy tax paid by data centres was lowered from $0.02-0.03 

per kWh to $0.0006 per kWh. Vattenfall’s website explicitly mentions that in certain municipalities in the 

North of Sweden (all municipalities in Norrbotten are included), data centre companies are entitled to a refund 

from the energy tax (återbetalning från Skatteverket) amounting to a total of 0.5 öre/kWh. The accent put on 

data centres is quite noticeable, with the only requirement being that the total installed capacity of the DC is 

of a minimum of 0.5MW worth of kit, not including cooling and ventilation systems (and provided the data 

centre company is not already entitled to state aid or “statligt stöd”). The refunds are expected to reach over 

8,000 sek per year (Vattenfall AB, 2017).  

The tax reduction for data centres in Sweden was initially proposed in late 2015 (the study was 

underway since 2014) and was aimed at removing said taxes almost completely, this in order to dynamise the 

Swedish internet offerings and to prevent a potential exodus of data centres to Denmark or Finland (KnC Miner 

had already threatened to move to Finland due to the hard hitting taxes). This proposal was also a response to 

the tax breaks enjoyed by the manufacturing industry in Sweden and the 97% rebate was meant as a 

“harmonisation” with the rest of the Swedish industries (Judge, 2015).  

With this latest development in tax allocation and the willingness of Sweden to make it easier for DC 

businesses to operate in the country, the conditions are favourable for the development of the Node Pole project 

with access to affordable energy to feed its data centres. 

 

Revisiting the Cushman and Wakefield (2016) report mentioned in the previous section, the report 

predates the parliament agreement to waive the tax. The electricity cost per kWh in 2016 was still high (22) in 
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comparison with Iceland (6), thus explaining why Sweden ranks number 5 despite having a lower cost of 

bandwidth and a higher index of “ease of doing business” (Cushman & Wakefield, 2016, p. 8). The future 

ranking of Sweden in the Cushman & Wakefield report could very well supersede that of Finland and 

potentially even bring it to the top three.   

 

5.2. Data Centre Design and the Open Compute Project 
 

5.2.1. Open Compute Project and the Open Data Centre Alliance 
 

In 2011, Facebook launched the Open Computer Project (OCP) which effectively made public the 

specifications of its first European DC, including the actual building and server designs. This signaled a 

departure from a confidential attitude towards data centre design, as previously the slightest technological 

advance was seen as a competitive advantage over competitors. The main goal of OCP is to foster collaboration 

among peers and companies to improve data centre design and technologies, in an attempt to reduce the entire 

footprint of the industry (Frachtenberg, 2012, p. 83). 

The Open Data Center Alliance, a group of 300+ companies, announced their collaboration in autumn 

2011 after the publication of the OCP’s first series of specifications for cloud computing, this in order to 

accelerate further the rate of innovation and to encourage even more openness and industry collaboration. 

When the OCP was founded by engineers to act upon hardware matters first and foremost, while the ODCA 

was founded on the other hand to accelerate delivery of most urgent data center technology requirements for 

cloud computing in an open standards-based approach. The alliance between the 2 groups brings the 

opportunity to bring the biggest minds in the cloud computing world together from both the technological 

aspect but also the business side (China Weekly News, 2011). 

The Node Pole projects makes full use of the open source model brought by the OCP, to refine and 

better the designs and maximise efficiency, this from the most basic aspects such as construction material to 

actual computer architecture.  

The next sections will examine two of the most crucial aspects of the design innovations brought by 

the partnership, along with their performance in terms of energy efficiency: cooling and power implementation. 

 

5.2.2. Cooling efficiency in data centres 
 

One of the key priorities of data centres is the cooling of its facilities, a process responsible for a large part of 

the electricity consumption of a data centre; an efficient and adapted cooling system is paramount to curb the 

energy consumption of the premises and the kit (Zhang et al., 2014). 

Servers fitted tightly in racks generate a lot of heat which needs to be dissipated in order to maintain 

a working temperature for the machines and to ensure reliability: the main cause of component failure is high 

temperatures, followed by humidity and dust (Anandan, Ramalingam, 2008, p. 7). This statement alone sets 

the stage for the various dimensions of the cooling conundrum faced by DCs designers and engineers. The 

equipment has optimum and recommended conditions of use, but it is a challenge to provide the ideal 

conditions with efficiency as a goal when considering the cooling system involved.  

As a starting point, the ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning 

Engineers) set thermal guidelines recommending environmental conditions which are applicable to DCs; the 

most ideal conditions being a supply air temperature set to 18°C with a relative humidity between 43.8% and 

60%, and a recommended dew point of 15°C (ASHRAE, cited in Depoorter et al., 2015, p. 340). The 

temperature of a DC can however exceed 25.1°C and even reach 30°C on occasions, but it is not recommended 

(Lee, Chen, 2013, p. 103). On the other hand, vendors do not necessarily follow the ASHRAE standards and 

equipment warranty will vary according to each vendor’s tolerances, adding a level of difficulty and 

inconsistency and forcing organisations to adapt the official guidelines to their own requirements (Spafford, 

2009, p. 42). Furthermore, some specialists also argue that the ASHRAE standards are but over cautious 

guidelines and that computer equipment is actually a lot more resilient to heat than it is given credit for 

(Gothard, 2013). 

Considering an average power demand of 400W for a standard server and 300W for a blade server, 

the power density of a standard size rack can reach 20kW or even more, most of that power will then be 
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converted into heat, which needs removal by a cooling system (Capozolli, Primiceri, 2015,  p. 486). Traditional 

cooling of data centres is very energy intensive and it is estimated that it can make up for 30-50% of the total 

energy consumption of a data centre, on top of the lighting (3%), redundancy power equipment (6%), utility 

transmission losses (7%) and actual IT equipment consumption costs (44%) (Zhang et al., 2014, p. 172). The 

reason such cooling systems consume large amounts of energy is the extensive use of pumps and fans to 

transport cold water or air through a piping system, mixing of cold and hot air streams due to lack of airflow 

and the sheer consumption of the source generating the “cold” medium (Zhang et al., 2014, p. 172).  

 

The basic design of a data center involves positioning the equipment in hot and cold aisles in order to 

segregate hot and cold air and promote the use of economizers to create free cooling using a differential 

between exhaust and external air temperatures (Spafford, 2009, p. 44). 

Free cooling is a cooling design principle, which covers a wide spread implementation of the use of 

cooling from natural resources (Oro et al., 2015, p. 434). Free cooling technology developed as a mean to curb 

the energy consumption of DCs and improve PUE, and is known as “economizer cycle”. It makes use of the 

geographical location and its climate to cool the facilities instead of active air conditioning, using natural air 

flows occurring with the temperature difference and thus alleviating the need to use compressors or 

refrigeration (Zhang et al., 2014, p. 172). Economizer devices leverage the external climate to make use of 

“free cooling” rather than using a chiller, thus tapping the outside environment to provide cooling (Spafford, 

2009, p. 48). Free cooling technology is divided in three categories, air side free cooling, waterside free cooling 

and heat pipe free cooling, with heat pipe free cooling being generally preferred due to its ability to transfer 

heat at small temperature difference without external agency, and with very little disturbance to the indoor 

environment (Zhang et al., 2014, p. 180). Free cooling should be used in environments where the outdoor air 

temperature is sufficiently low to use as a cooling medium, and efficiency of the cooling is evaluated when the 

ventilation capacity of required indoor thermal temperatures is achieved without mechanical cooling systems 

(Lee, Chen, 2013, p. 104). 

 

The Node Pole data centres use free air cooling for the vast majority of the time with the possibility of 

using water cooling in addition if needed (Node Pole, 2015b). In the particular case of Boden for instance, with 

a 66° latitude and a record low temperature of -40°C (with an absolute maximum of +32°C but rarely exceeding 

+25°C), a simple ventilation system is adequate most of the year but should the temperature exceed the 20°C 

mark, a supplementary chilled water option is available, coupled with direct expansion (DX) and direct or 

indirect evaporative cooling. The DX system allows for units up to 100kW of cooling “load” to be added in a 

modular way to grow as the racks are populated (Beresford, 2016). Hydro66 use a direct ventilation system in 

their DC supplemented by evaporative cooling (using EcoCooling ECT10800 Nordic range coolers) with 

modular equipment added internally to avoid building planning issues, and axial fans (electronically 

commutated, less voluminous than centrifugal fans) for air movement (Beresford, 2016). Hydro66 also 

implemented an “intelligent control system” to adapt to the actual cooling requirements of a dynamically 

evolving server environment, with adiabatic cooling enabled on warmer days to reach the wet-bulb temperature 

of the ambient air and to ensure the supply air never exceeds 22°C (Beresford, 2016).  

The Node Pole DCs took airside free cooling technology to the next level by coupling it with clever 

and modular design and by making it proactively adaptable rather than merely static and reactive.This insures 

the equipment is cooled efficiently but all the while by using as little electricity as possible by catering the 

cooling units for the exact needs of the premises, thus enhancing energy security by reducing energy needs 

and improving technologies (Ang et al., 2014)  

 

One of the main concerns of direct airside free cooling is the possible introduction of particulates and 

gaseous contaminants in the server environment. These particulates and contaminants need to be filtered and 

air quality carefully monitored, potentially adding to the electricity consumption and thus lowering the 

efficiency of the cooling mechanisms. The ASHRAE issued strict guidelines for the concentration of 

particulate pollutants pertaining to the quality and care of air filters used and suggested humidity levels could 

also be controlled by airside economizers (Zhang et al., 2014, p. 174). However, the issue of contamination is 

very location dependent and can range from very slight side effects to potentially more harmful consequences, 

as for instance the technology is used without any ill effects in European locations (Norrbotten but also Finland 

with the Google DC) but is not suitable for more polluted areas such as Beijing for instance (Zhang et al., 
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2014, p. 174). Historically, the IT industry has avoided using free air cooling technology to avoid the risk of 

contamination by particulates but this trend is changing (Oro et al., 2015, p. 434). Although particulate 

contamination can be avoided by using indirect ventilation systems and heat exchangers (adiabatic cooling 

using pads or even sprays, and a DX coil to maintain compliant and stable conditions), the cost of such a 

system is rather prohibitive. In the case of Boden’s Hydro66 DC, the Boden planning authorities decided to 

avoid that cost and preferred a solution which didn’t involve an external plant (otherwise required by indirect 

ventilation): the solution uses EU4 classified air filters on all incoming air (Beresford, 2016). The use of a less 

onerous method chosen by the Boden DC and the clean air conditions yet again play in favour of reaching 

better efficiency by lowering energy consumptions due to less extra infrastructure for filtering the air.  

 

In a climate zone such as that of Norrbotten, additional humidification is required in seasons when the 

air is excessively dry to avoid electrostatic discharge damages to the equipment. According to a study by Lee 

and Chen (2013), this could result in higher energy consumption due to the heightened energy consumption 

brought on by the humidifiers (Lee, Chen, 2013, p. 109). For instance, this study found that the energy savings 

for the region of Östersund are actually negative because the dew point temperature is significantly below the 

required level (when compared with regions such as Brittany or Southern Australia) (Lee, Chen, 2013, p. 109). 

Siriwadrana et al. thus concluded that the free air cooling strategy could yield major savings on cooling costs 

in humid climate zones but that on the other hand dry climate conditions also brought up a need to add water 

consumption to the humidifying costs (Oro et al., 2015, p. 434). 

Examining once more the case of the Hydro66 DC in Boden, the relative humidity of the air is 

increased during warmer days when adiabatic cooling is used, which could cause corrosion if combined with 

other gases (like sulphur or chlorine), but luckily the air surrounding Boden and its region is considered “clean” 

due to a lack of contaminant producing industries. (Beresford, 2016) During colder days, the problem of low 

humidity level which can trigger static issues is addressed with the Hydro66 recirculation loop, where warm 

air from the data centre is passed over the adiabatic pads to humidify the air above 20%. This ingenious solution 

means that the adiabatic pads are used for both the purpose of cooling in hot conditions, and humidification 

for colder conditions (Beresford, 2016). Overall, the Hydro66 DC has achieved a PUE of less than 1.05 thanks 

to its direct fresh air cooling system and modular approach. Meanwhile the Facebook DC claims it broke the 

world record PUE in 2013 with a PUE of 1.04 (Burton, 2013). 

These PUE figures do seem to indicate that the cases of Hydro66 and Facebook DCs in Norrbotten are 

successful in their search for efficiency (Beresford, 2016). Nonetheless, the necessity remains to better quantify 

the potential savings and balance the energy savings brought by airside free cooling versus the potential costs 

incurred for humidification/dehumidification required by the respective climate zone. With a more objective 

and standardised way of calculating the true savings brought by the cooling systems, solutions could then be 

provided catering for individual sites, and curbing expenses while encouraging efficient design.  

Air side cooling technology as used in this case study simply makes use of outside air and uses sensors 

to monitor internal and external temperatures and air conditions. If the external temperature meets the required 

criteria, airside “economizers” draw the air inside, a process that can be implemented using direct or indirect 

ways (Zhang et al., 2014, p. 173). The control methods in place include fixed temperatures, the difference 

between indoor and outdoor temperatures, fixed enthalpy and outdoor/indoor enthalpy differential controls, 

requiring a fixed “dry-bulb” economizer controller for dry climates or a differential enthalpy economizer 

controller for hot and humid climates (Lee, Chen, 2013, p. 103). 

  

Beyond the cooling technologies aiming at cooling down the premises as efficiently as possible and 

using minimal energy, the Node Pole also focused on the design of the premises as the other half of the “cooling 

equation” faced by the DCs. Looking at the Facebook data centre, the building itself was purpose built and 

designed with efficient cooling in mind, with its first floor holding a “data hall” and the office space for 

workers, the receiving bay and a storage area. The data hall specifically was designed with IT equipment at its 

core to minimize airflow restrictions, to reduce the amount of energy required to shift the air mass around, 

with a large space above the hall for the return of used “hot” air. The second floor holds the evaporative cooling 

and humidification system. The outside air enters on the upper floor through the left side of the building whilst 

getting filtered from dust, pollutants and insects; the air then gets misted with purified water to control both 

humidity and temperature (the mist acts as extra cooler). The air then goes through a fan wall (the only moving 

mechanical element in the cooling system) and descends naturally through the supply corridor to the 
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aforementioned data hall, where it is pressure through the IT equipment and picks up the heat before finally 

getting out through the contained “hot aisles”. From there, the hot air goes up the exhaust corridor and is used 

to heat up the office space as required and/or gets vented into the atmosphere. This clever design contributes 

to lowering obstacles in airflow and to improving the efficiency of the cooling system, compensating for any 

increase in workload the servers might experience (Frachtenberg, 2013, p. 84). By combining efficient cooling 

mechanisms requiring less energy and buildings that make the best use of improved layouts, the Node Pole 

data centres take the reduce/replace concept to ensure the most appropriate response to issues of energy 

consumption and availability.  

 
5.2.3. Power design and implementation and the OCP 
 

After examining cooling efficiency which is a mean for data centres to put into practice the reduce / replace 

theory (Hughes, 2009), I shift my analysis to another area where efficiency measures are paramount: the power 

distribution within a data centre. There are solutions from inside the very premises of data centres that can be 

implemented to increase efficiency, found in the various ways the equipment can be powered which are 

analysed below.  

 

Data centres are recognized as key contributors to power consumption and overall availability. Due to 

the constant monitoring of a myriad factors concerning the DC status, a new phenomenon called “metric 

sprawl” spawned: in that case, sprawl refers to the proliferation of metrics and huge amounts of raw data 

involved in the constant surveillance of data centre health. This phenomenon has taken into its main focal point 

energy efficiency, with metrics based on the work of different stakeholders, standardisation/professional 

bodies, industry groups and government institutions (Oro et al., 2015, p. 433). Work on these metrics gave 

birth to the concept of PUE (Power Usage Effectiveness, the total power consumption of a DC divided by the 

power consumption of IT equipment), CUE (Carbon Usage Effectiveness), GEC (Green Energy Coefficient) 

or also ERF (Energy Reuse Factor), all pertaining to the idea of energy efficiency and the reuse of waste (Oro 

et al., 2015, p. 433). These metrics have for goal to enable data centre operators to take measures to increase 

efficiency and reduce energy consumption, by assisting in the identification of bottlenecks and spikes in 

electricity consumption. Despite the proposed metrics, there are inconsistencies in their use at a global level, 

showing a lack of methodology for appropriate calculations, a caveat that is presently being addressed by a 

“Global Taskforce” (a group of global leaders) in an attempt to agree on standardised measurement practices 

(Oro et al., 2015, p. 433). Furthermore, the PUE has been widely criticised for favouring less efficient designs 

where for instance more energy was spent on server fans as opposed to data centre fans themselves 

(Frachtenberg, 2013, p. 85). 

In the case study at hand, the Node Pole Data Centres engineers have had to implement an internal 

response to the grid accessibility issues of potential short voltage dips and outages (even if it is an unlikely 

occurrence). Internally, the power supply of a data centre must follow a specific infrastructure to ensure 

reliability and to prevent crashes: usually, a diesel generator will be used as backup power in case of outage to 

the main public grid (Oro et al., 2015, p. 431). UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) and PDUs (Power 

Distribution Units) are used within the data centre facilities, the former to secure immediate power in case of 

outage while the generators kick in, and the latter to split and adapt the power to racks (Oro et al., 2015, p. 

431). The utilisation of UPSes brings drawbacks, such as the generation of tremendous amounts of heat adding 

to the cooling consumption load, a limited lifespan of batteries (5-7 years) with the hazardous waste entailed, 

and a tendency to oversize the capacity of said UPSes to provide power in case of future growth (Spafford, 

2009, p. 37). The intricacies of power redundancy strategies may vary from DC to DC but the aforementioned 

systems are universally used.  

However, looking at the example case of the Facebook DC in Luleå, the approach used as a response 

to adapt the DCs was radically different. Facebook reduced its number of backup generators by 70% given the 

extraordinary reliability of the regional power grid: this approach reduces the environmental impact by storing 

less diesel on site, reducing emissions caused by generator testing (Miller, 2011). Furthermore on the DC 

implementation response, Facebook’s specialists of the Open Compute Project eliminated room-wide UPS 

(costing $2 a block) in favour of “Open Compute battery cabinets” which they source at 25 cents a block. 

These cabinets deliver the same amount of backup power functionality, but more efficiently due to not 
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requiring AC / DC conversion (Gothard, 2013). Because of the superiority of the Swedish grid highlighted in 

section 5.1.2 (when compared with the US grids), this conversion free and more adapted DC powering solution 

could be implemented at lower cost. 

 

The technology and software architecture also take a part in energy efficiency or the potential lack 

thereof. For instance, Glowka et al. explained that one of the hardware challenges faced by present days DCs 

is that CPU speed performance increased so fast in recent years that they have outgrown the speed of other 

components; this in turn means the CPUs do not function at optimum level and have to “wait” for other 

components to continue performing their tasks, and while they do so, they still consume energy. The current 

answer to this problem is to add more servers to compensate, which is an inefficient way to cope with the issue, 

from an energy consumption perspective of course, but also for space considerations for example (Glowka et 

al, 2013). The Node Pole DCs however take advantage of the pool of engineering knowledge brought by the 

collaboration within the OCP to implement technological improvements to ensure maximum efficiency. The 

strength of the OCP design is that every single piece of the data centre puzzle is designed and coded by the 

data centre itself, from a simple voltage regulator to the shape of the building and even the chosen location in 

relation to its climate.  

For instance, the voltage chosen is of 277V (AC) which is obviously non-standard forced a complete 

redesign of the server power supplies and distributed backup facilities. But on the plus side, this choice meant 

that a plethora of voltage conversion devices could be avoided and allowed for a more cost efficient backup 

scheme (Frachtenberg, 2013, p. 84). In a traditional DC, the power coming into the building is 480/277 V(AC) 

and gets converted to DC current to power and charge the UPSes, which then convert it back to 480V (AC) 

and distribute it through PDUs where it gets converted again to the (current and potentially former) industry 

standard 120V (AC) to finally hit the server’s PSU. This whole chain of conversions means the data centre 

experiences a loss of 21 to 27%. With the OCP design however, power is distributed at 277V (AC) without 

any conversion all the way down the chain to the server PSUs and to specific offline battery backups, albeit 

requiring custom design PSUs and backup schemes, but with a total power loss of 7.5% or even less 

(Frachtenberg, 2013, p. 84).  

However, according to the traditional PUE measurement, even if the OCP data centres consume 16 to 

40% less energy than traditional servers, they are penalized by the PUE metrics as highlighted above, as these 

metrics can be focused on non-efficient parametres (Frachtenberg, 2013, p. 85). 
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6. Discussion  
 

6.1. Energy security  
 

When contemplating Sweden as a location through the aspects of availability, accessibility and affordability 

of energy security, it certainly makes a lot of sense to decide on developing data centres in that region. Basic 

factors that can affect the energy supply availability such as natural disasters are virtually unheard of, so are 

large supply outages and political tensions with other countries, ensuring smooth production (Node Pole, 

2013). Sweden is currently experiencing a secure electricity production and offers the cheapest rates for data 

centres, making the electricity produced affordable to data centre operators and businesses (Vattenfall AB, 

2017). The tax reduction that came into place in early 2017 is key to attract more data centre businesses in the 

area, and will arguably prove as an incredible incentive. These seemingly perfect conditions bode very well 

for a project like the Node Pole clusters.  

 The availability and accessibility analysis shows that the Swedish grid is interdependent, and that 

although a large part of the production happens in the Northern half of the country, and specifically the 

Norrbotten region, the electricity is transported and used across the whole country, and shared with the 

Southern part (Svenska Kraftnät, 2016). This is a very important point in the way the Swedish grid functions, 

as there is a strong reliance on the current sources to provide energy to the whole country and not just the North 

(Svenska Kraftnät, 2016). In terms of implications for the data centres, this means that although the production 

of Norrbotten is currently in oversupply and more than enough for an expanding pool of data centres, it’s still 

dispatched to the rest of the country to even out the supply (Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten, 2013a). 

Despite the forecast for prosperity and a smooth development, the Swedish nuclear conundrum could 

well throw a cog in the works of the Node Pole development, and the overall plan to put Sweden in pole 

position for data centre hosting worldwide. Without the current steady supply of electricity, these data centres 

cannot keep running reliably as they do, let alone expand and welcome new construction and guests. The 

present balance of energy production in Sweden is considered “green” (in terms of emissions) due to that 

particular mix of nuclear and hydro power first and foremost, providing the lion’s share of the country’s 

electricity, with only a very minimal addition from the wind turbines (Swedish Energy Agency, 2015). Should 

the green movement pick up momentum and the Swedish state finally decide to go ahead with the phase out 

of nuclear, this could jeopardise the current equilibrium unless a replacement energy is brought forward. 

Currently, the nuclear phase out in Sweden reached a stalemate, with most reactors being kept until the end of 

their lifespan, and only minimal investments performed (Qvist and Brook, 2015).  

The Node Pole data centres are not that numerous and scattered around a region which is catered for 

remarkably well for power availability. But a potential cause for concern which is not often brought forward 

is the sustainability of a massive expansion over the region regarding its energy consumption, thanks to the 

oversupply of energy produced in Norrbotten. Should scenario 3, previously mentioned, become a reality 

(Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten, 2014b), and more than 40 DCs be built, the impact on electricity consumption 

would be dire, and this despite the efficiency measures already implemented by the Node Pole DCs. Combining 

an exponential increase in the number of DCs with a reduction of electricity generation due to a nuclear phase 

out could spell disaster.  

Hydropower alone cannot bridge the potential gap caused by a nuclear phase out, and even with an 

increase in wind power, the intermittent nature of wind electricity production would need to be buffered with 

other means. The only government plan currently in place to take over the phase out of nuclear energy 

production is the heavy subsidisation of 30 TWh/y of intermittent wind power to be achieved by 2020, versus 

an expected need to replace 60-70 TWh/y of steady nuclear production (Qvist and Brook, 2015). According to 

a study by Wagner and Rachlew (2016) and echoed in the work of Qvist and Brook (2015), the replacement 

of nuclear energy would bring an unavoidable growth of the use of fossil fuel along with new combustion 

based plants (natural gas in particular, but also potentially coal); this due to a lack of technological options 

with energy storage and the impossibility to extend current hydropower production to compensate for the loss 

of nuclear electricity (Wagner and Rachlew, 2016). To bridge the gap in production caused by the 

discontinuation of nuclear power, fossil fuels could then be imported. But with fossil fuels import comes the 

vulnerability of an import supply chain. Another possible scenario is the use of the Finnish pool of nuclear 

reactors to import electricity, particularly since Finland is planning to increase its nuclear capacity (an extra 
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1,600MW for Olkiluoto 3 and two additional reactors for Teollisuuden Voima and Fennovoima), although 

these projects also face an uncertain fate at present due to delays with the construction of the Olkiluoto reactors 

(Norden and IEA, 2016). These options completely change the current stage of energy security in Sweden, and 

add elements of uncertainty and risk, which could then have a knock on effect on the favourable position of 

Sweden in reports such as the Cushman & Wakefield (2016) data risk index reports produced every year.   

Sweden is in a privileged position for affordability of energy. Its electricity is among the cheapest in 

the world and data centre operators benefit from advantageous tax rebates on electricity use (Vattenfall AB, 

2017). But the uncertainty around the future of nuclear energy makes predictions around electricity prices quite 

volatile. It is, for example, argued that should overall nuclear production of electricity decrease in Sweden, 

then electricity prices would rise (Helbrink et al., 2016). Despite the tax rebates offered to the data centre 

industry in Norrbotten, an increase in electricity prices could change the prospects for DC developers quite 

drastically.  

 

6.2. Efficiency and sustainability  
 

The overall outlook on the implementation of efficient solutions by the Node Pole data centres is impressive: 

when looking from the perspective of energy efficiency, the data centres have all gone through a process of 

reducing and replacing technologies to meet the objectives of the EED. On the one hand they managed to break 

the industry deadlock on keeping practices secret by using an almost open source approach and sharing 

knowledge across continents, and on the other they harnessed the best technologies available in present times 

to better said practices even further. This makes the data centres currently operating in the Node Pole cluster 

seemingly very sustainable in the context of energy efficiency. The cooling systems used are efficient in 

cooling the premises and kit while minimizing the need for energy to power them, by utilising clever 

architecture and aerodynamics, and also thanks for the actual location which caters for moderate cooling needs 

for most of the year. The power distribution schemes cleverly laid and drastically reduces consumption; the 

power engineers fully used the OCP sharing expertise, and experimented with ground-breaking techniques to 

achieve the results. The nine DCs that are currently implanted in the region have a much lighter footprint on 

the energy consumption than their more traditional counterpart and make the best use of the climate and 

regional specificities.  

 

The Node Pole DCs could also make use of a backup cooling technology to potentially better the 

current airside technology used: waterside cooling. Water being very efficient at diffusing and reducing heat, 

waterside cooling uses natural cold water passing through a cooling infrastructure, a process which does not 

impact the internal environment in the way airside direct cooling does; as such it has been recommended in 

the ASHRAE guidelines as an alternative to airside economizers as more cost effective (Zhang et al, 2014, p. 

176). It has been suggested (Daraghmeh, 2017) that energy efficiency could be improved further through 

coupling the currently implemented airside cooling system with waterside cooling. However, exact efficiency 

improvements combining airside cooling and waterside cooling cannot be quantified at this stage since this 

technology has not yet been applied in combination with airside cooling in the Node Pole DCs.  

 

              An interesting point to ponder on is the consequences of this constant search for efficiency while 

looking at the predicted growth of data centres across the planet. If this quest for efficiency enables more 

growth, then one could reasonably wonder how much more growth will still be acceptable in order for these 

DCs to retain a lighter footprint. The dark cloud on the horizon of growth is that eventually, no matter what 

efficiency measures are implemented, these measures will be thwarted by the overwhelming growth 

experienced. The idea of infinite growth was already brought forward in the “Limits to Growth” book 

(Meadows et al., 1972) and one such view on the human quest for energy efficiency is not without reminding 

of Jevons paradox. Jevons (1865) proposed a theory which at the time was focused on the coal industry: “it is 

wholly a confusion of ideas to suppose that the economical use of fuel is equivalent to a diminished 

consumption. The very contrary is the truth [...] Every improvement of the engine when effected will only 

accelerate anew the consumption of coal.” (Jevons, 1865). This theory is echoed in the Khazzoom-Brookes 

postulate which states that “economy-wide rebound effects exceed unity, so that energy efficiency 

improvements lead to backfire” (Saunders, 1992). While the arguments brought forward in literature to support 
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Jevons Paradox are mostly theoretical (if not suggestive), historically, evidence has shown that substantial 

improvements in energy efficiency generally occur alongside increases in overall energy consumption (Sorrell, 

2009). The problem with this theory is that the so called rebound effects of energy efficiency improvements, 

have never been proven with an actual pragmatic quantitative. Hanley (2009) explains in his study that rebound 

(and backfire) effects, are difficult to identify accurately, and that the extent of such rebound effects are 

incredibly hard to determine (Hanley, 2009). It is however suggested that increased energy efficiency does 

indeed generate improvements in sustainability, but that it is necessary to counteract the positive 

competitiveness effects that follow by introducing new measures (for example a higher tax on energy use or a 

carbon tax) (Hanley, 2009). 

              In the context of the Node Pole, and in the light of the analysis in this thesis, one cannot help but 

wonder if the technological feats achieved by the designs of the DCs operating in the Node Pole are not all 

smokes and mirrors for the “long term game” and should perhaps only been seen as a short term patch to fix 

the present consumption of data centres and better its impact on our energy systems. In the long run, and 

although it is difficult to quantify without actual figures at hand showing energy consumption increases 

alongside the growth of the number of data centres, it is quite likely that a bottleneck will be hit again once a 

critical mass of data centres is reached.   

 

6.3. The Node Pole model: beyond Norrbotten 
 

There are 9 DCs currently implanted in the Node Pole area, and scattered around the region. So far the load is 

contained and easily distributed but according to the latest news report proudly published on the Business 

Sweden website, Amazon is planning to build 3 data centres in Sweden, in Stockholm, Eskilstuna and Västerås 

with a start operating date in 2018 (Mellon and Sokolnicki, 2017). 

This sudden departure from the Norrbotten area could arguably be explained by the fact that electricity 

taxes are now lowered over the whole of the country, and arguably that the success experienced by the Node 

Pole is encouraging for other investors and developers. This new trend raises questions, first to do with the 

effect on Norrbotten and their strategy to attract businesses, second to the applicability of this model beyond 

the realm of the North of Sweden. One can only speculate as to why the Amazon DCs will be located in a more 

Southern part of the country instead of taking advantage of the cheaper premises of the Node Pole. Andy Jassy, 

CEO of Amazon, mentioned that the choice of the Stockholm region was motivated by a need for high speed 

trading services for the financial market (NyTeknik, 2017). This could be interpreted as a lack of confidence 

in the Swedish fiber network, but also could arguably be stemming from the tradition of financial services 

demanding data centres placed near big cities. 

The announcement in early April 2017 that the Amazon data centres would be settling in a more 

southern part of Sweden (Mellon and Sokolnicki, 2017) could have a knock on effect on the original pledge of 

the Node Pole to rejuvenate a region otherwise victim of an exodus to the South. Although with the current 

energy landscape in Sweden, powering data centres in the South is not an issue (Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten, 

2013a), what could be interesting to consider is the differences between the locations and their specificities. 

The analysis demonstrated that the climate of Norrbotten plays a huge part in the efficiency of both the cooling 

system (Node Pole, 2013), and that the abundance of energy (Länsstyrelsen Norrbotten, 2013a) and a very 

reliable grid (Miller, 2011) allowed for internal transformations to the power structure of the Node Pole DCs. 

But such measures cannot necessarily be adopted in areas located more South, experiencing year round higher 

temperatures and different air qualities to name but a few. 

The model of the Node Pole is a very good example of an efficient implementation response but the 

reason why it is such a good model is dependent on its very location and the conditions of development 

provided by the area. Although the taxes are now lowered all over the country for data centre businesses, the 

technology used will have to be adapted to the specificities of the individual location. The whole of Sweden 

does not share the same climate parameters, nor do worldwide locations, and as such, it could very well be that 

the Node Pole model is only applicable to the Node Pole region. 
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7. Conclusion 
 

This paper demonstrates that in present times, the availability, accessibility and affordability of the energy 

supply of Norrbotten provided near ideal conditions for the development of the Node Pole data centres in the 

area.  

A steady and abundant regional electricity supply is achieved from a production coming from 

hydropower and wind power, contributing to a steady availability of the energy sources at the fingertips of the 

data centres, and coupled with redundancy facilities dating from the industrial past of the area. The trend 

towards increasing the production of electricity will contribute to a better diversification of these sources. As 

for geopolitical issues, they are virtually non-existent at present since the country weaned itself off its fossil 

fuel dependency.  

A robust grid and low prices form a currently perfect breeding ground for the project and will very 

likely attract more businesses to the region as time passes. The existence of measures to deal with and pre-

empt any interruptions from the grid side add to the confidence in the grid operators, as shown when the 

Facebook specialists compared the grid to that of the US and concluded that its resiliency was superior. 

The electricity is very affordable in Norrbotten and the whole of the country, and this affordability is 

reinforced by the tax regulations applying to data centre operators, providing an amazing deal for the data 

centre companies.  

On the other hand, the implementation response of the Node Pole data centres is very efficient, and 

makes use of both the climatic and regional specificities to ensure consumption of electricity is lowered while 

the premises still provide among the best hosting facilities for servers. The OCP provided the Node Pole with 

all the expertise required to improve on the old more traditional DC design. This noticeably in the cooling 

technologies utilised, which not only make use of the cool conditions of the area but also introduce new 

methods and elements to increase efficiency and reduce consumption. The internal power distribution 

technologies also take advantage of the OCP expertise and innovate with new more efficient and modular ways 

of powering the DC equipment, once more lowering energy consumption.  

More research is needed to determine how much of this model is applicable globally, but certainly the 

spirit of innovation and adaptation adopted by the Node Pole development could be exported to many locations, 

for the sake of bettering our ICT practices globally and not just regionally.  

 Other DC development projects could be encouraged to follow this example and view the data centre 

business more openly and with a sharing purpose, to embrace a more sustainable way of developing the data 

centre industry worldwide. 
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Appendix – Abbreviations / Acronyms 

AC/DC - Alternating Current / Direct Current 

APERC - Asia Pacific Energy Research Centre 

ASHRAE - American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers 

𝐶𝑂2- Carbon Dioxyde

CPU - Central Processing Unit  

CUE - Carbon Usage Effectiveness 

DC - Data Centre 

DCIM - Data Centre Infrastructure Management  

DX Coil - Direct Expansion coil 

EC - European Commission 

EED - Energy Efficiency Directive 

ERF - Energy Reuse Factor 

GB/s - Gigabyte per Second 

GDP - Gross Domestic Product 

GEA - Global Energy Assessment 

GEC - Green Energy Coefficient 

GHG - Greenhouse Gases 

GSM - Global System for Mobile Communications (formerly Groupe Spécial Mobile) 

GW - Gigawatt 

HPC - High Performance Computing  

ICT - Information and Communications Technology 

IEA - International Energy Agency 

IP - Internet Protocol  

IT - Information Technology 

kV - Kilovolt 

kW - Kilowatt 

kWh - Kilowatt-hour 

LUT - Luleå University of Technology 

𝑚2- Square Metre

MW - Megawatt 

MWh - Megawatt-hour 

ODCA - Open Data Centre Alliance 

OCP - Open Compute Project 

PC - Personal Computer 

PDU - Power Distribution Unit 

PSU - Power Supply Unit 

PUE - Power Usage Effectiveness 

SICS ICE - Swedish Institute of Computer Science, Infrastructure and Cloud datacenter test Environment 

TWh - Terawatt-hour 

TWh/y - Terawatt-hour per annum 

UPS - Uninterruptible Power Supply 

V - Volt 

W - Watt 

°C - Degree Celsius 
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